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Observer heterogeneity can be thought of as a confounding variable
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Abstract

The study published in the April 2016 issue of Asian Biomedicine recruited 2 different sets of observers to perform triage assessments. We know that each observation is subjected to an error. The error has 2 varieties including interobserver variation and intraobserver variation. So effort must be devoted to reduce these errors. The methodology reported may suffer from both intraobserver and interobserver error substantially.

Dear Sir,

I have read the outstanding contribution in Asian Biomedicine from Yuksen et al. entitled “Emergency severity index compared with 4-level triage at the emergency department of Ramathibodi University Hospital” [1].

I write to bring your attention to the results concerning the uncertain reliability of observers in the study. Based upon my understanding, each patient was triaged by an emergency physician on duty, and a triage nurse in the emergency department (ED). The Emergency Severity Index (ESI) triage algorithm was used by the ED physicians to triage patients. Four-level triage was used by nurses to triage patients. The authors concluded that the ESI algorithm was more accurate than the 4-level triage algorithm with regard to lifesaving intervention. In other terms, critically-ill patients were better recognized by the ESI than 4-level algorithm.

The study recruited two different sets of observers to perform triage assessments. We know that each observation is subjected to an error. The error has two varieties including interobserver variation and intraobserver variation. These two variations are measured as inter-rater and intra-rater reliability, respectively. In general, intra-rater reliability has lower error than inter-rater reliability as supported by a meta-analytical study on the reliability of ESI triage algorithm. Mirhaghi et al. showed that inter- and intra-rater reliability agreement was 0.786 (95% CI: 0.745–0.821) and 0.873 (95% CI: 0.801–0.921), respectively [2]. By contrast, interobserver reliability between nurse and physician (0.760) is lower than that between nurse and nurse (0.799) or physician and physician (0.842) in triage assessments, indicating that interobserver error between physician and nurse is relatively high. Considering this, the methodology may suffer from both intraobserver and interobserver error substantially. To reduce this problem, several studies have used a longitudinal design such as pre–post implementation, and homogeneous observers to minimize the interobserver error. Moreover, physicians may have superiority over nurses in terms of emergency medicine. Therefore, the accuracy of the ESI triage for life-saving interventions that has been reported may be the result of these factors, rather than the ESI algorithm itself that carries the effect. Observer heterogeneity can be thought of as a third variable that mediates between them. It would be benefit if it were possible for authors to provide inter-reliability coefficients between emergency physician and triage nurse to control this bias.

We highly recommend further studies on the reliability of the 5-level triage scales and desired outcomes including time-related indices, mistriage rates (over-triage and under-triage), weighted and un-weighted kappa coefficients concerning different populations, and emergency clinicians in Thailand. In addition, authors could also consider the issue that triage system should be compatible with culture of care in the ED.
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